PK61™ / PK61A™

The coffee table PK61™ is almost as elementary and minimalistic as it gets
from the hand of Poul Kjærholm. Despite the extreme distillation of the
structure into a set of identical elements, the square and aesthetic design
has the power of a manifesto and shows Kjærholm’s development from
industrial designer to furniture architect. The four base elements are joined
with machine screws that lend the table part of its unique look. The removable tabletop demonstrates Kjærholm’s recurring principle of using gravity
to keep the elements in place. PK61A™, an enlarged version of PK61,
came into production in 2007.

Poul Kjærholm 1929-1980
Poul Kjærholm was a trained carpenter and continued his studies at the
Danish School of Arts and Crafts. He had a particular interest in different
construction materials; especially steel which he considered a natural material with the same artistic fineness as other natural materials. Poul Kjærholm
was first employed at Fritz Hansen for about a year, where he designed
a number of noteworthy chair prototypes.
In 1955 Poul Kjærholm initiated his collaboration with manufacturer Ejvind
Kold Christensen, which lasted until Poul Kjærholm’s death in 1980. In
1982, Fritz Hansen took over “The Kjærholm Collection”, developed from
1951 to 1967, designs, which are logical to the minute detail with an
aura of exclusivity.

DESIGN

WARRANTY

Poul Kjærholm, 1956.

Standard goods have warranty for five years against manufacturing defects
(i.e. materials and design). The warranty does not cover leather and other
fabrics ordered as customers own or special material as well as products
manufactured according to customer specifications. Normal wear and tear
and damage of covers are not covered by the warranty. The warranty for
wicker and lamps is 2 years.

DESCRIPTION
Coffee table designed by Poul Kjærholm, manufactured by Fritz Hansen.
The PK61™ comes in four different table tops: slate, marble, granite and
glass. PK61A™ is an enlarged version of PK61 and is available with three
different table tops: marble, granite and glass.

extended limited WARRANTY

VARIATIONS & DIMENSIONS

Fritz Hansen offers an extended limited warranty if you register your
PK61™/PK61A™ table online at fritzhansen.com/my-republic.
Registration with the product ID number must be made within three (3)
months from the date of purchase, otherwise the extended limited warranty
will not apply.

MODEL PK61

Years of warranty: 20.

The base for both tables is made of satin brushed stainless steel.

Height: 32 cm
Length: 80 cm
Width: 80 cm

MODEL PK61A
Height: 32 cm
Length: 120 cm
Width: 120 cm
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Fritz Hansen A/S ® - This documentation and the products and designations therein are protected by law, including the Danish Copyright Act,
Trademark Act and Marketing Practices Act, and may not be used without
prior written authority from Fritz Hansen A/S. Legal proceedings may be
instituted against any parties breaching the rights of Fritz Hansen A/S.

HEADQUARTERS
DENMARK - Allerød

SHOWROOMS
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ITALY - Milan
JAPAN - Tokyo
NORWAY - Oslo
SWEDEN - Stockholm
UNITED KINGDOM - London
U.S.A. - New York
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